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Know The Flows
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
Flows into US Bond Funds hit their highest level since early April and US
Equity Funds extended their longest inflow streak since 4Q16 during
the second week of June as investors responded to above trend growth
in the world's largest economy and looked ahead to key meetings of the
US Federal Reserve, European Central Bank and the Bank of Japan.
With growth slowing in China, Japan and Europe while a number of
emerging markets wrestling with sharply depreciating currencies,
attractive alternatives to the US are in short supply as the second
quarter winds down. Emerging Markets Equity and Bond Funds
extended their longest run of outflows since 4Q16 and Europe Equity
Funds since 3Q16 while redemptions from Europe and Asia Pacific Bond
Funds hit 64-week and record highs.
Overall, the week ending June 13 saw all EPFR-tracked Equity Funds
absorb $5.6 billion while Bond Funds experienced a (very) modest net
outflow and over $40 billion flowed out of Money Market Funds. There
was a moment in the sun for Dividend Equity Funds: they saw a 12week outflow streak come to an end as they posted their fourth biggest
weekly inflow since the beginning of last year.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, Bank Loan Funds took
in fresh money for the 16th consecutive week, Total Return Bond Funds
extended their longest run of outflows since 1Q16 and Municipal Bond
Funds recorded their biggest inflow in over a year. Austria Equity Funds
chalked up their second straight record outflow and redemptions from
Malaysia Equity Funds hit levels last seen in early 4Q14 while Turkey
Equity Funds posted their biggest inflow in over seven years and China
Equity Funds attracted fresh money for the 12th week running.

With US interest rates climbing, stock-buybacks accelerating, the second
quarter earnings season still four weeks away and growth in the 'real'
global economy losing momentum, sector focused investors followed
the mergers, acquisitions and buyback money during the second week
of June and increased their exposure to the US consumer's willingness
to keep spending.
US Consumer Goods Sector Funds took in fresh money for the third
straight week, with the latest inflows the biggest in 12 weeks, ahead of
retail data showing consumer spending at a six-month high. Analysis of
US Equity Fund allocation data shows that domestically domiciled funds
continue to have a larger weighting for consumer discretionary plays
than funds domiciled overseas.
Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please visit HERE
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Curve Speaks, I Listen
By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist
CPI came in as expected and the market didn’t budge, nor should it on
consensus data in front of bigger, less high-frequency events. I
appreciate that the rise was expected but remain a wee bit surprised
that a 2.8% YoY CPI or another gain in the core rate over 2% can be so
readily dismissed. Again, maybe it’s because of the bigger events
around the release. (But rally on Retail Sales? I ask you.)
Or maybe it’s because of the flipside that heftier inflation figures are
taking a toll on real incomes. To wit, REAL average hourly and weekly
earnings on a YoY basis are truly dim with the flat and the former up
merely 0.3%. This doesn’t quite fit with the narrative over strong
consumer confidence in the face of such wage gains and confidence
amongst business in general. It can be argued that average hourly or
weekly earnings doesn’t do a good job of capturing what’s really going
on with wages. Or perhaps there’s a disconnect. In the last two months
the Conference Board’s Income Expectations index (expecting an
increase minus expecting a decrease) has slipped. Or maybe it’s about
the longer-term inflation expectations in the U Mich survey, which have
been steady. Or maybe it’s about the NFIB results where even as
optimism perked higher, inflation and financial & interest rates are their
two least important problems, cost of labor the third least important
problem (and actually fell in May).
This is all to say, that the best evidence for mounting wage inflation are
the unemployment figures (which maybe are overstated by the gig
economy as I discussed last week) or the rise in non-salary benefits.
Too, perhaps workers are okay with the wages they’re seeing because,
as I discuss in the next section, maybe inflation isn’t as high as the CPI
figures suggest, hence their confidence.

The days leading up to the FOMC and ECB were filled with stories and
speculation about central banks, no wonder, and a lot of ink was spilled
over Urjit Patel, governor of the Bank of India’s, admonition about how
the reduction in the Fed’s balance sheet was adding to, if not creating,
the turmoil in emerging markets. The idea is that along with higher US
deficits, the Fed is taking dollars out of the system creating a dollar
liquidity squeeze. This is a problem for other dollar-bond markets.
But I digress. The story that really struck me was one in the NYT about
“New Suspect in Slow Pace of Inflation: E-Commerce.”
(https://goo.gl/6njjKb). I’ll buy that. So, does Jerome Powell who in
March told CNBC that Amazon was one factor in helping keep inflation
low. It’s called the “Amazon effect.” The article cites ‘a growing body of
research’ to support the idea that e-commerce is inhibiting inflation and
distorting the manner in which it’s measured. The takeaway was
specifically aimed at the FOMC suggesting current concerns about
inflation picking up are could be off base.

This is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.

Back to Index Page
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US Financial Stability To Watch Post-Fed
By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Analyst/Editor
JAN19 Fed Funds price 2.27%, 10bp short of the mid-range target for
an upper bound 2.5% Funds that'll represent 4-hikes this year the
FOMC now leans to. The market is within a whisker of fully pricing an
additional 25bp in September though – Oct18 Funds at 2.115%
(2.125% fully priced).
USD OIS 1-Month 10-Years has hardly moved at circa 2.65%. This a
reflection that equilibrium funds from the SEP longer-run median Fed
Funds projection didn't move, despite a small upgrade to 2018
economic growth. Indeed, none of the longer-run medians were
changed.

Hence, the unemployment rate is forecast a full percentage point below
the 4.5% into 2020 and not surprisingly PCE inflation is viewed at 2%
and just 2.1% though to 2020. The risk remains here that the tight
labour market does begin to exert far more of an influence on inflation
and induce a significantly faster PCE rate. Currently this is not something
the market is showing much fear of.
So the lack of an inflation concern combined with a higher probability of
4-hikes this year leads to curve flattening (2s10s at 38.8bp under
significant support of 40bp). Forward rates are also flatter, to the extent
that 5s30s 1-year has inverted with 2s10s not far behind. For the record
Powell didn't seem too concerned over flattening.

Continued p6
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US Financial Stability To Watch Post-Fed … Cont’d
The lack of an upwards revision to equilibrium funds means the neutral
rate of somewhere between 2.5-3% range typically mentioned (the SEP
longer-run range is 2.3-3.5%, central tendency 2.8-3%) raises two
points: The first, as highlighted by Powell is difficult to pin down.
The second, is that the FOMC is only 2 hikes away from at least being in
range and 4 hikes from hitting the top and therefore potentially turning
the screws on economic growth (i.e. Funds higher than neutral slows an
economy). This is justified if an economy is overheating. However, ABN
AMRO also suggest another reason for pushing Funds higher than
neutral … FINANCIAL STABILITY. Since the financial crisis, this has
become far more important to central bank policy. Powell noted that
current conditions were 'normal', but some asset price pockets and
historically high corporate leverage are a concern.

And that the two previous business cycles did not end due to inflation
… it was down to financial instability … so FOMCers will keep an eye on
this issue. To ABN AMRO:
'the Fed may not necessarily need to see higher wage growth or
inflation to push rates beyond neutral, but that an increase in financial
stability risks alone could hold just as much weight in driving rate rises.‘
Note that Financial conditions (ala GS Index) remain to the relatively
loose side.

Back to Index Page
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The Gbp Week - Bias Is Bearish
By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX & Andy Dowdell, Technical Analyst
Expected Gbp/Usd trading range is 1.3150/1.3325.
After a plethora of very mixed first-tier releases last week (from the
horrific trade and IPs Monday to the much firmer than forecast retail
sales) this one is likely to be near fully focused on the BoE Thursday.

However, (potentially) unfortunately for traders even through that
barrage of data BoE rate hike probability has been relatively steady,
moving from around 70.0% to just above 65.0. The BoE is seen vague
this week amid UK and global economic concerns and of course all
things cloudy Brexit outlook and might not be much of an impacter. Key
for us, are many on the MPC still perceived as keen to hike? Ahead,
some banks have still not given up hope of a move in August.

We have been talking a rough 1.3200/1.3500 Cable market
(and a sell rally signs bias) for Q2. That has been holding just
fine since the soft data patch really kicked in around mid-Apr,
but the downside is starting to look vulnerable. Much will
depend on the BOE.
AHEAD:
First, again BoE related. It's Carney's Mansion House speech
Thu evening. He has surprised there before!
Second, Brexit and politics of course. PM May has continued
to rile the pro-Remainers within her Cons camp amid a lack of
clarity(/honesty?) from her over what form parliament will
get a say on the Brexit outcome. At present, the market
seems fairly confident that the govt will eventually muddle
through with an agreement/compromise that has been the
feature of govtal (mis-)management since that result on Jun
24 2016. Still, there's always the chance that things can
deteriorate. Stay tuned to red headlines for inner conflict etc.
Continued p8
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The Gbp Week - Bias Is Bearish … Cont’d

• Breach of the May 1.3205 low would expose
50% of the 2016-18 advance at 1.3109 next.
• Below there risks to the Nov/Oct 2017 lows at
1.3040/27, possibly the 61.8% retrace/Aug
2017 low at 1.2810/1.2774.
• Bulls need to clear the recent 1.3472 high to
relieve immediate pressure.
• Further gains over the 1.3618/1.3712 area
required to stabilise the wider structure.

Back to Index Page
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ECB Draghi Day - (Don't) Wake Me Up Before Sep 2019 Ends
By Alvin Baker, European Sovereign FI Manager
This week, ECB President Draghi revisits Sintra, Portugal, the scene of
arguably one of his most hawkish and spectacular speeches when in
June 2017 he alerted markets to the end game for QE. The one year
anniversary should be far tamer as last week's meeting presser only
partially took away the ECB's stimulus punch bowl, and even PSPP
tapering will drag on for another 3 months until December 2018.

… forward markets such as EONIA's 1-year/1-month are now 5bp lower
at -31.5bp - with the depo rate adjustment this now prices in less than 3
bp of tightening until June 2019. 12-month OIS also pushed out the
first 10 bp worth of policy tightening another quarter to Dec 2019 (from
Sep 2019).

Draghi also left his mark on policy probably well after his departure
next year with rates to remain steady until September 2019, barring a
surprise leap in inflation to above the levels that the June Staff
Forecasts predict. Recall, Mr Draghi also mentioned that while
substantial progress on inflation has now been seen, and there is
confidence that convergence with the remit will come, expectations
remain anchored. Compounded with increasing uncertainty on
growth, despite some on supply constraints and temporary factors,
markets have all but priced out any tightening until after next summer.
Perhaps there is some risk, albeit small, that some of this dovish
language can be walked back (as partially seen in Coeure/Nowotny
remarks on Friday) but essentially, there will be few trading morsels for
STIR traders for the best part of 12 months. Markets paid lip service to
his assertion that the CB stands 'ready' to adjust 'all instruments'.
Last week's reaction said it all - the 10-year German yield slumped to
0.37% - ca 5 bp lower than at the start of this year, and almost 40 bp
below the 2018 year-to-date peak …

While markets had little chance to counter the clear dovish end game to
QE, it will take some brave players to front run the ECB unless inflation
makes a sustained push above 2% though we wouldn't rule out some
tweaks to the guidance in September if, and only if, growth also picks up
in Q2/early H1.

Back to Index Page
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The NOK Week - Bias Is BULLISH
By Mark Mitchell, Senior FX Analyst & Andy Dowdell, Technical Analyst
Expected EUR/NOK trading range 9.3300 to 9.6000

We were pleased with our prognosis of late in Eur/Nok, which stated that any
rally in the pair on the back of a more muted than expected Norwegian CPI,
would be a good opportunity to reinitiate short positions, as we believed that
the Norges Bank Business Survey, delivered a day later, would be more
important to the Norges Bank.
The spike up to 9.5322 after the tepid inflation numbers was very
short-lived and even before the end of the day (and the Norges Bank
report), Eur/Nok had slid back down to 9.4727.
The upbeat Norges Bank survey a day later and then the dovish ECB
forward guidance on Thursday took the pair down to its lowest levels
of 2018 and in fact the lowest since the end of Oct 2017, down at
9.3988. Another sub 9.4000 visit on Friday ran into significant buying
interest and the pair has rebounded back to 9.4700 since.
The fact that the Norges Bank should deliver their first rate hike in
September of this year compared to the ECB's mid-2019, should
mean that Eur/Nok remains a sell on rallies. The employment
component of the business survey was particularly impressive and at
Thursday's Norges Bank meeting, the only dovish development is
likely to be the central bank's admittance that inflation has been
lower than forecast. This should not however change their overall
hawkish message.
The plethora of sub-9.3000 lows registered in July-October last year,
are the medium-term target, with the lowest at 9.2212. We doubt
however that the pair will be able to make more significant downside
progress, unless that 9-month interest rate rise gap between the
Norges Bank and the ECB widens markedly.

RISKS - The Norges Bank are very mindful of how interest rates are set in neighbouring countries and there is a risk, albeit a very small one, that
the central bank makes a nod to the ECB forward guidance last week that set the first rate hike in the Eurozone to arrive in mid-2019 at the earliest.
Back to Index Page
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Passive Investors Supporting Mexican Fund Flows In Spite Of Political Risk
By Robert Graystone, Emerging Market Analyst
Some market participants (such as FX speculators) have been
particularly sensitive to rising Mexican political risk in the lead up to the
July 1st election and amidst the breakdown in NAFTA negotiations.
However, it appears that the prevalence of passive investing has
supported net flows into Mexican equities and bonds so far this year.

As the chart below demonstrates, NAFTA negotiations have been a key
motivator for both FX speculators and Mexican voters. The sharp
pullback in net MXN longs at the end of 2017 was, for the most part, a
result of the realisation that very little progress had been made as the
final round of trade negotiations that year took place. This frustration
with the US & NAFTA was felt by Mexican voters and fed directly into
AMLO’s campaign narrative, boosting his share of the vote in polls from
roughly 32% to 43% in a matter of weeks.

A similar dynamic looks to be have emerged on the back of the recent
breakdown in negotiations that has led President Trump to call for
bilateral negotiations and has once again scared off many MXN bulls.
This comes at a fortuitous time for AMLO though as this is likely to help
him consolidate his already sizeable lead in the final few weeks running
up to the election.
Given the sharp reaction in IMM positioning and rising political risk, we
would expect to see some flows out of Mexican Bond & Equity Funds.
On the one hand, Active Investors have slowed their commitments to
Mexican funds as we would expect, with YTD cumulative flows as a % of
AUM largely stalled at +6%. However, Passive Investors have continued
to commit fresh money to Mexican assets, with cumulative YTD net
inflows now amounting to over 25% of AUM. This dynamic is captured
by the chart below.

Continued p12
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Passive Investors Supporting Mexican Fund Flows In Spite Of Political Risk … Cont’d
One possible explanation is the share of allocations to Mexican assets, as demonstrated by the charts below which
show the average allocation figures for funds with a mandate to invest in the LatAm region as of April 30th 2018.

Clearly Mexico carries a significant average weighting across LatAm bond & equity funds; more up to date allocation
figures will become available once a greater proportion of funds have reported. Going forward, we will be keeping an eye
on allocation data, looking for any indication that the tide has begun to turn against Mexico. For the moment though, the
commitments of passive investors are propping up net flows into funds with a mandate to purchase Mexican assets.

Back to Index Page
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China Insight: Latest Regulatory Change Will Boost NCD Supply
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
In China's onshore banking system, deposit growth has been in a
downtrend since Q1 2016 (chart 1). Under the tight liquidity
environment in 2017, the yield on the Yu E Bao MMF rose by over
170bp and WMP yield rose by more than 100bp, but bank's deposit
pricing was unchanged due to regulatory constraints (chart 2).

In light of that, PBoC and CBIRC have jointly released the revised rule on
China banks' deposit deviation management.
Key changes are given as below:
•

Abolishing the ban on attracting deposit with high interest rate.

•

Relaxing cap on deposit deviation ratio at month-end from 3% to
4%.

•

Excluding interbank deposits from ordinary deposit in the
calculation of deposit deviation ratio.

The abolition of the ban on attracting deposits with high interest rates
will allow banks more flexibility to compete for deposits at a higher
cost. This, combined with the relaxation of the deposit deviation cap
will help boost banks' deposit growth, thus enabling better loan growth
and more non-standard credit assets (NSCA) to be moved back to
banks' balance sheets as loans.
However, the exclusion of interbank deposits from ordinary deposits
means banks are no longer allowed to boost their average daily deposit
and reduce deposit deviation. Consequently, the competition will be
more focused on customer deposits.
In regards to the interbank market, we expect the issuance of NCDs
(negotiable certificates of deposits), which is a channel used by banks
to acquire deposits, will turn more active. With the regulatory
tightening, net issuance of NCDs dropped to almost nil in 2H 2017
(chart 3). However, the net issuance rebounded to RMB1.1tn in 2018
YTD, and even Agricultural Bank of China, which is one of the Big 4, did
issue NCDs at a cost of more than 4%.
Continued p14
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China Insight: Latest Regulatory Change Will Boost NCD Supply … Cont’d

Overall, NCD yields and deposit rates will likely be trending upward over the rest of the year (chart
4) on more supply of NCDs and stronger incentives for banks to pay higher rates for deposits.

Back to Index Page
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Some EM Asia Economies Are More Equal Than Others
By Tian Yong Woon, Fundamental Analyst
Many of us should have heard the year's EM Asia sob story by now, the
one where EM Asian assets faced broad selloffs as the Fed continued to
drum up interest rate hike expectations and as yield spreads between
EM Asia currencies and bonds continued to tilt in favour of US assets.
While the above-mentioned story is arguably generally true, a closer
inspection reveals increasingly divergent investor preferences within
the EM Asia space. According to EPFR fund flows data, we find that
much of the year-to-date selloffs in EM Asia equity funds has been
concentrated on the likes of Indonesia, Malaysia and India equity funds
while Thailand, Philippines, South Korea and Taiwan equity funds have
seen net positive year-to-date inflows.

Note too that the year-to-date net equity fund outflows for Indonesia
and India have persisted even after their central banks (Bank Indonesia
and the Reserve Bank of India) raised their benchmark interest rates,
which was supposed to at least partially counter act the increasing
unfavourable spreads between the yields on their assets and those of
corresponding US assets.

We have also observed rather sizeable drawdowns in the FX reserves of
EM Asia economies in recent periods, with India and Indonesia seen to
have reduced FX reserves positions amid net year-to-date investor
outflows while other economies like Taiwan and South Korea have seen
their FX reserves barely budged amid strong net year-to-date investor
inflows.

A deeper dive into the distinctive characteristics of the individual EM
Asia economies will likely shed light on why some EM Asia economies
are more "equal" than others (think George Orwell's Animal Farm).
When comparing the current account balances of the EM Asia
economies, a semblance of a relationship starts to become apparent:
the worst-hit of EM Asia economies (in terms of equity fund outflows)
tend to run current account deficits (except for Malaysia), while the
least affected EM Asia economies (again, in terms of equity fund
outflows) tend to run current account surpluses
Continued p16
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Some EM Asia Economies Are More Equal Than Others … Cont’d

A look at the economies' budget balances sheds further light on the
observed year-to-date trends of investor preferences. We find that the
worst-hit of EM Asia economies (again, in terms of equity fund outflows)
run budget deficits, making Indonesia and India economies of "twin
deficits", possibly explaining why recent outflows have been concentrated
on these two economies. Conversely, South Korea has been running both
current account and budget surpluses, making it an economy of "twin
surpluses", which possibly explains its relative

outperformance in terms of equity fund inflows when compared to its
peers. The study of the economies' current account balances and
budget balances do not explain Malaysia's net equity fund outflow
position though.
An appreciation of qualitative and "exogenous" factors may help us to
better understand our fund flow observations not explained by the
"twin deficits" and/or the "twin surplus" statuses of the EM Asia
economies.

Continued p17
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Some EM Asia Economies Are More Equal Than Others … Cont’d
As with the observed market reactions to political uncertainty
pertaining to a change in government and/or a stark change in a
country's leadership (e.g. New Zealand's new Labour-NZ First coalition
government, US' President Trump taking the helm, Italy's 5SM-League
coalition taking office), Malaysia's then-positive net year-to-date equity
fund flows started to see a turn for the worse at or about its elections
date, with said fund flows eventually flipping over to the negative
regions after Barisan Nasional's "shock" elections defeat. The ongoing
political uncertainty surrounding the new Malaysia government has
likely spooked investors from harbouring excessive optimism in the
Malaysia space.

The recent diffusion of US-North Korea tensions following the TrumpKim summit in Singapore has also likely encouraged more inflows into
South Korea assets though the US-North Korea relationship can be a
double-edged sword in case things deteriorate in the future.
A simple summary chart of the EM Asia economies mentioned in this
article can be found below and will likely explain the divergent
treatment the respective economies have received from investors the
year so far in the face of a US Fed seemingly bent on continuing on its
path of monetary policy normalization.

Back to Index Page
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China Insight: LGFVs - Where Lie The Default Risks And Glimpses Of Value
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
LGFVs (local Government Financing Vehicles) since early-1990s have
been acting as the major financing agent for local governments to drive
urbanization via infrastructure investment and public welfare projects
(chart 1).

financing in May was approximately minus CNY90bn.
As financial deleveraging has already become one of the central
government's high-priority policy goals, we think more distressed LGFVs
will be allowed to default on their debt obligations. As a matter of fact,
a deterioration of the onshore credit default outlook since the
beginning of this year largely reflects the central government's bias in
favour of this development.
In the offshore secondary market, LGFVs, after having a good year of
2017, started to under-perform equally-rated Chinese corporate issues.
Chart 2 shows that IG LGFVs has been widening at a much stronger
magnitude than other Chinese IG corporate issues. That apparently
reflects investors' growing awareness of policymakers' bias towards
tolerating more LGFV defaults. Investors now should no longer consider
all debt issued by LGFVs as government guaranteed obligations.

However, as soon as President Xi publicly delivered a speech on
financial risk control in late-April last year, policymakers drastically
tightened regulations on local governments in using LGFVs for financing
activities. Measures introduced include improved regulatory oversight
and reiteration of the prohibition on the injection of public assets into
LGFVs. With financial deleveraging now still in play, we think it will be
increasingly difficult for LGFVs without a cash generating business to
issue bonds, though those with stable businesses might continue to be
able to do so.
Because of the tighter regulation on LGFV debt financing and the tighter
monetary conditions, net financing via LGFV bonds appeared to lack
growth momentum this year. In particular, with the emergence of credit
defaults, including rare LGFV defaults,; the recorded LGFV bond net

Continued p19
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China Insight: LGFVs - Where Lie The Default Risks And Glimpses Of Value … Cont’d
Regardless of the above-mentioned negatives, we expect the LGFV
sector will continue to survive. As per our observation, quite a number
of IG LGFVs are still offering good value from a risk/reward perspective.
Good carry opportunities can still be explored, though subject to very
careful screening.

As to HY LGFVs, we do not have much to comment on them. We prefer
to avoid them, as we think this is a very risky segment as the regulatory
regime is still evolving and central government might have higher
tolerance for more defaults to occur in this segment in the foreseeable
future.

In regards to IG LGFVs, issuers based in Beijing State, Tianjin,
Guangzhou Metro and etc with look more promising to us. We feel
comfortable with the bond issues from these region in 3.5-4.0% yield
bucket with a duration of no more than 2 years.

At the business nature level, LGFVs in the regional infra and
construction sectors should be at higher risk in comparison with those
engaged in the metro operation, public utility services (say water
treatment) with existing operations or some investment holding
companies functioning as a key government arm.

Compared to the above said regions, Shangdong and Jiangsu have a
much larger outstanding amount of LGFVs (chart 3). However, the
issuers there (especially those in Jiangsu) generally are all from subprefecture level, which should be avoided, in our view.

Last but not the least, more LGFV bonds will mature this year, and much
more next year. As such, there is good chance that this sector will see
the highest default rate since ever over the next 18 months. That's why
we are far more concerned about the potential default risk in the LGFV
sector than how good the yield carry the issuers there can offer to the
investors.

Back to Index Page
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US/EU Yield Spread – Seeks Fresh Record Highs Towards 276/282
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Extended long-term widening to May’s 259
record high (nr two Fibonacci projections),
before correcting to 244.

•

Daily-monthly studies remain constructive
and while 244 holds, watch for the widening
trend to resume.

•

A clearance of 259 would then target
Fibonacci projections at 276/282, perhaps
293 on extension.

•

Only below 244 and then 239 (late April/early
May low) would concern and signal further
corrective narrowing towards higher lows at
223/216 (which coincide with Fibonacci
retracements of the 170-259 advance).

STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy into dips as we await an eventual resumption
of broader widening targeting 276/282. Stop and
reverse on a break under 239.

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

293
282
276
265
259

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

244
239
223
216
210

Resistance Levels
Long term equality projection: -197/169 from -73
1.764 projection of -90/90 from -34
Double equality projection of 170/210 from 196
1.764 projection of 170/210 from 196
28 May 2018 record high, also 1.618x 170/210 from 196, nr 1.618x -90/90 from -34 at 256
Support Levels
7 June 2018 low
27 April/2 May 2018 lows, near 23.6% retrace of 170-259 widening at 238
2 April 2018 higher low, just below 38.2% retrace of 170-259 widening at 225
19 February 2018 low, near 50% retrace of 170-259 widening at 215
11 December 2017 former high

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, fixed
income and commodity products. We will highlight the most compelling on these pages. For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact
your Account Manager.
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USD/CHF – Bounces After Testing 100-Week MA
Technical Analysis by Matthew Sferro
•

The corrective decline off the 10 May 2018 1year high retraced over 23.6% of the
0.9188/1.0057 rise at 0.9852 to probe the
100-wk MA, before bulls returned to post a
2+ week high over the 20 DMA (not shown).

•

Daily studies (not shown) are cycling higher
after recently breaching oversold levels while
weekly studies remain firm, underscoring the
potential for further near-term gains over the
key 2018 high (10 May – 1.0057).

•

Further strength from here targets the 7
March 2017 1.0171 lower high with the 11
January 2017 minor spike high to follow on an
extension.

•

It would take a return under the 7 June 2018
0.9789 low to refocus the 0.9622/55 support
cluster (50.0% of 0.9188/1.0057, 20-week
MA, houses the 6 April 2018 0.9649 minor
reaction high) instead.

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.0466
1.0344
1.0248
1.0171
1.0057

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

0.9789
0.9622
0.9520
0.9433
0.9339

STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy dips towards 0.9900 for an extension through
1.0057 towards 1.0171/1.0248. Place a stop below
0.9789.

Resistance Levels
19 August 2019 minor range high
15 December 2016 near-8-year high
11 January 2017 minor spike high
7 March 2017 lower high
10 May 2018 1+ year high
Support Levels
7 June 2018 low near the 100-wk MA
50.0% of 0.9188/1.0057, near 0.9649 - 6 April 2018 minor reaction high and the 20-wk MA
61.8% of 0.9188/1.0057, near 0.9524 – 30 March 2018 minor higher low
26 March 2018 minor higher low
2 March 2018 minor higher low

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, fixed
income and commodity products. We will highlight the most compelling on these pages. For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact
your Account Manager.
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Copper/Gold Ratio – Awaits New 3½Yr Highs To 0.270, Perhaps 0.283
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Extended the two-year uptrend to 0.256
(2017 peak - 26 Dec), before correcting to
0.219 (2018 low – 26 Mar).

•

Bullishly aligned daily-monthly studies and
an imminent golden cross (50/200DMAs)
underpin the uptrend.

•

A clearance of the 0.256 peak would expose
0.264/0.270 (major highs from 2014/an 18month rising trendline).

•

Sustained widening would then
potential to the 2013 peak at 0.283.

•

From here, only a failure to regain 0.256
and/or a return below 0.236 would caution
and signal extended consolidation over
0.219.

offer

Resistance Levels
R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

0.290
0.283
0.270
0.264
0.256

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

0.236
0.219
0.204
0.197
0.174

STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy into any near term dips as we await extended
widening targeting the 0.264/0.270 cluster,
perhaps 0.283. Place a stop under 0.236.

7 July 2011 lower high
2013 peak - 30/31 December
2014 high – 15/21 January
6 November 2014 lower high, near an 18-month rising trendline at 0.267
2017 high – 26 December, near 2018 peak – 8 June at 0.254
Support Levels
29 May 2018 higher low
2018 low – 26 March
14 June 2017 low
2017 lows – 18 April and 6 June
10 October 2016 former high

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, fixed
income and commodity products. We will highlight the most compelling on these pages. For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact
your Account Manager.
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